Not uncommonly one of the more challenging parts of a backcountry trip is attempting to find the trailhead itself. To assist you in reaching the jumping-off place, we have developed the following directions to the trailhead named below

**Tortilla TH** - Drive east on U.S. Hwy. 60; take Exit # 196 and drive north one mile on Idaho Road to Hwy. 88. Drive northeast for approximately 22 miles to the Tortilla Road 213 turn-off. Parking is available here. If you have a 4WD, you may follow this road approximately 2 miles to a dead-end. Trail Accessed: Peter’s Trial 105, JF Trail 106, Hoolie Bacon Trail 111.

Be sure to secure your vehicle, and don’t leave valuables in sight while you gone. Also be sure someone knows where you are going.